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What is Battery Equalizer?
Battery Equalizer is Specialized for keep up the voltage balance of batteries during the Charging
and Discharging process, due to differences in the chemical composition and temperature of the
battery cell, It may cause charge and discharge differences even the battery is idle, also due to the
different levels of self-discharge, it could lead to an imbalance between serially connected battery
at charging process, when differences existed, it could make a battery excessive charge or
discharge, and the other one insufficient charge or discharge. In the long term, this situation will
dramatically affect the battery service life and performance.
How Battery Equalizer Works
Battery equalizer is energy transfer type equalizer,it can compensate both parties when the battery
is connected in series as voltage difference exceeds 10 mV - 20 mV, then the battery equalization
starts to work, Final achieved the balance of the batteries set. It can be connected for long periods
for automatically battery state of equilibrium.The current will flow from a higher voltage to low
voltage,eventually reach equilibrium. It can connect with battery system with 24 hours, to keep the
system energy balance automatically, no need manual maintenance.
Where to use a Battery Equalizer?
Battery Equalizer is recommended for use in autos, boats, golf carts, motorcycles, solar, trucks, RV's,
electric forklift batteries, and any other battery groups Configuration.
ZHCSolar HA Series Support Battery Type:
Lead-acid Batteries (VRLA), Lithium Iron Phosphate Batteries (LFP), Nickel Cadmium Secondary
Batteries (Ni/CD), and Nickel-metal Hydride Secondary Batteries (Ni/MH) and etc.
Features of Battery Equalizers:
Intelligent Battery Voltage Equilibrium System - Keep Batteries in Heath Condition and Prolong
Battery Service Life
Intelligent Protection: Reverse polarity protection, Low Voltage Disconnect to Protect Battery
Learn more about batteries and battery equalizer
To learn more about batteries and charging batteries, please refer to our book ‘Battery Saver Guide’
(available free of charge from ZHCSolar and downloadable from www.zhcsolar.com).
ZHCSolar HA Series Battery Equalizer includes:


HA01 24V Battery Equalizer



HA02 48V Battery Equalizer



HA03 96V Battery Equalizer



HA04 192V Battery Equalizer
Comparison Datasheet of Battery Equalizer

Parameters

24V Equalizer

48V Equalizer

96V Equalizer

Max.Voltage

24V

48V

96V

0-10A

0-10A

0-10A

5mA(12V) 1.2mA(2.4V)

5mA(12V) 1.2mA(2.4V)

5mA(12V) 1.2mA(2.4V)

-7.6℉-131℉

-7.6℉-131℉

-7.6℉-131℉

Compensation
Current
Quiescent current
Working
Temperature

Reverse

Protection

polarity

Reverse

polarity

Reverse

polarity

protection

protection

protection

Size

2.75×2.75×1.06 in

2.44×4.88×1.06 in

5.5×4.13×2.48 in

Weight

0.55 lbs

1.1 lbs

4.85 lbs

Product Details
HA01 24V Battery Equalizer
The 24V Battery Equalizer can connect Two 12V
Batteries by default, no matter in series or in
parallel. the maximum compensation current
is 10A. For 36V or higher voltages Battery
group,

multiple

24V

equalizers

can

connected in parallel.
Battery nominal voltage :
2×(2.4V/3.6V/6V/9V/12V)
1 Set for 2 Batteries Connection by Default
(12V + 12 V Max) ,1 Set for 24V (12V + 12V)
System, 2 Sets for 36V (12V + 12V + 12V)
System, 3 Sets for 48V System

be

Ha01 24V Battery Equalizer

HA02 48V Battery Equalizer
the 48V Battery Equalizer can connect Four
12V Batteries by default, no matter in series or
in

parallel.

the

maximum

compensation

current is 10A. For 96V or higher voltages
Battery group, multiple 48V equalizers can be
connected in parallel.
Battery nominal voltage :
4×(2.4V/3.6V/6V/9V/12V)
1 Set for 4 Batteries Connection by Default
(12V + 12 V + 12V + 12 V)

HA03 96V Battery Equalizer
the 96V Battery Equalizer can connect Eight
12V Batteries by default, no matter in series or
in

parallel.

the

maximum

compensation

current is 20A. For 192V or higher voltages
Battery group, multiple 96V equalizers can be
connected in parallel.
Battery nominal voltage :
8×(2.4V/3.6V/6V/9V/12V)
1 Set for 8 Batteries Connection by Default
(12V + 12 V + 12V + 12 V+ 12 V + 12V + 12 V+ 12
V)

HA03 96V battery equalizer is suitable for lead-acid batteries (VRLA), lithium iron phosphate
batteries(LFP), nickel-cadmium secondary batteries(Ni/CD), and nickel-metal hydride secondary
batteries(Ni/MH). It starts work when the voltage higher than 2.4V, it means that this equalizer can
be used in a single cell battery range from 2.4V to 12V. One equalizer can connect 8 batteries once
a time, if battery less than the 8, the extra cable can be vacant (positive and negative terminal
should be avoided), does not affect the equilibrium effects. The equalizer is not affected with
battery connection way, no matter in series or in parallel, both can work.
INSTALLATION
Connect it as the following order:
1. Red cable connect positive/+ pole. Black cable connect negative/- pole.
2. Connect the batteries as the pictures.
You can connect all + pole firstly, and then - pole to avoid short circuits.
The Battery Equalizer(s) must be installed on a well-ventilated vertical surface close to the batteries
(but, due to possible corrosive gasses, not above the batteries!)
2) In case of series-parallel connection, the midpoint interconnecting cables must be sized to at
least carry the current that arises when one battery becomes open-circuited. - In case of 2 parallel
strings: cross section 50% of the series interconnecting cables.
- In case of 3 parallel strings: cross section 33% of the series interconnecting cables, etc.
Note:
1. If there are extra cables, please leave the tubes of the terminals on it to avoid short circuits.
2. Please avoid any of the 16 terminals touching each other.
Connection Diagram
HA01 24V Battery Equalizer

HA02 48V Battery Equalizer

HA03 96V Battery Equalizer
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